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I' am Jove Gjorgjijovski, graduated electrical engineer from the Technical Faculty in Bitola,  
Republic of Macedonia. I was awarded  the SimLab scholarship from DAAD for three mounts  
stay in Munich from 01.01-30.03.2008. I worked in the Faculty for Informatics in Technical  
University in Munich, Department of Scientific Computing in Computer Science.
  
My stay in TUM University has been a great chance and experience to learn somethings new  
about computer sciences, especial for fluid simulation.  First part of my task was serial and  
parallel fluid simulation with F3F software and the second part was K3D software and how to 
linking  each  of  them.  F3F  is  a  software  for  dynamic  system,  modeling  and  simulation,  
including non-linearity system and asynchronous communication. Before to used F3F software 
install  some  packages  how:  xcerces,  doxygen,  fsi-obstacle  and  gts  package   which  was  
necessarily for normal working of  F3F software. I calculated with this software and made  
more examples in Paraview program and how finally of this task I made one animation in  
Paraview program. 

In the second part of my work in the Faculty in the beginning learned how to use the K3D  
Software, that is software for motion, animation and rendering in systems. The motivation why  
I used this software was, because I wanted to work with more complex GTS files. The aim of  
my work was how to calculated  the examples made in K3D with F3F software. For simple 
examples success, but I had some problem with more complex examples. I still to researching  
some software for mash optimization.

This was my first time in Germany and that was the second time in my live to live abroad for 
three mounts. This was the great opportunity to meet a lot of new people from more country  
and get familiar with their culture and their way of life. I invited a lot of culture place around  
Munich and I had enough time to play divers sports with my new friends.     

At the end I want to gratitude the people from the Chair for their help and support during my  
stay  in  Munich,  especially  to  Prof.  Dr.  rer.  nat.  Hans-Joachim Bungartz  ,  Dipl.  Geophis.  
Markus Brenk and Dipl. Ing. Ioan Lucian Muntean for giving me the opportunity to come and 
for providing me with good working environment my stay. I believe this DAAD scholarship is a  
great opportunity for young students, because Germany is definitely a place where you can  
make a good and real progress in your knowledges. I think that I'm the first student from my  
University who take this DAAD scholarship, but I believe that this project will be continue in  
the future.  




